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Photographing People - part II - Equipment

Cameras

Lenses

Light Sources

   Natural, Continuous, Studio Strobes, Speedlights

Light Modifiers

   Reflectors, Diffusers, Flags, Umbrellas, Softboxes, Gels... 

Backgrounds

   Natural, Paper, Vinyl, Cloth, Collapsible, Composite



  

Most Cameras can take a very good picture of a person

We don't need expensive camera with fancy features:

• high pixel count

• high speed

• high magnification

• low noise 

We can adjust poses, lighting, change locations and choose 
when to shoot for the best results.

(They can make shooting under tough conditions easier 
though.)



  

Most Cameras can take a very good picture of a person

Even point and shoot cameras can be 
used to take a good portrait.

Annie Leibovitz recommended using an 
iPhone because they are “accessible and 
easy to use”.



  

Most Cameras can take a very good picture of a person

Use the camera that you have with you.

The photographer's skill is more important than the camera.

Irving Penn was photographing Ernest Hemingway.

Hemingway asked “Your photos are really good. What camera 
do you use?”

Penn answered “Your novels are excellent. What typewriter do 
you use?”



  

What is the best lens to use?

Your Lens gives you control over perspective distortion and 
depth of field and bokeh

The best lens depends on how you want to manipulate the 
image



  

What is the best lens to use?

Perspective distortion causes closer objects to 
appear larger than farther objects
Long focal length lenses let you shoot from a larger distance 

A larger distance between the subject and camera will 
cause less perspective distortion and your image will be 
more technically accurate 



  

What is the best lens to use?

Short focal length lenses force you to be closer to your 
subject if you want to fill the frame

This can cause problems when it makes a model's nose, 
hands or feet huge

It can help if it de-emphasizes body 
parts 

IE shoot from above a model to make 
a large belly smaller, or shoot from a 
low angle to lengthen a model's legs



  

What is the best lens to use?

A faster lens, with lower f-stops lets you use a larger 
maximum lens opening

Larger lens opening gives a shallower depth of field that 
may be desirable to blur a confusing background and create 
a desirable bokeh, but it may cause some of your subject to 
be out of focus too. 



  

What is the best lens to use?

I like to use a 100mm f/2.8 macro lens for head shots. It 
forces me to stay 8'-10' away, and prevents perspective 
distortion of noses...

I like to use a 16-80mm f/3.5-f/4.5 zoom lens for full body 
shots. I can still shoot from 8'-10' and include a full body. I 
can also get in close at 16mm and use perspective 
distortion to de-emphasize unflattering features.



  

What is the best lens to use?

I usually shoot at f/11 in my studio, the depth of field is 
good enough to keep most of the subject in focus, and I can 
control the background so that it isn't distracting

If I am shooting outside and the background is distracting I 
might change to f/5.6 to blur the background and keep 
most of the subject in focus

I only shoot at f-stops below f/5.6 if I want blur or if I just 
can't get enough light for a higher f-stop



  

Lighting is critical when Photographing people

The color & softness of your light that you shine on 
your subject will affect the mood of your image 
A warmer portrait with a little more red, orange and yellow 
looks healthier and more vibrant

A cooler image with more purple, blue and green can look 
harsh or even sickly



  

Lighting is critical when Photographing people

A soft, even, flat light minimizes shadows and textures 
(wrinkles and blemishes), can make a model look younger, 
brighter and happier

A hard light maximizes shadows and textures, it can look 
very dramatic, and make a person look older, wrinkled and 
severe

Light from the wrong direction can create strange shadows 
with unpleasant results (IE Frankenstein lighting)



  

Light SOURCES

Natural Light

Continuous Light Sources

Studio Strobes

Speedlights



  

Natural Light

Many photographers like natural light because you don't 
have to buy lots of equipment, maybe just a few reflectors 
and a scrim, and you can see how the light affects your 
picture before you shoot it.

The main drawback is that you need to find good natural 
light that meets your needs



  

Natural Light

Twilight (½ hour before 
sunrise and ½ hour after 
sunset)

Very soft Mix of warm and cool, very dim

Sunrise & sunset Soft Very warm

Golden hour (1 hour after 
sunrise and 1 hour before 
sunset)

Soft Warm

Midday clear sky Hard Neutral

High thin clouds Soft Cool

Shade (avoid dappled 
shade)

Soft Cool



  

ConTinuous Light sources

You control the light

You can see how the light will affect your picture before you 
shoot it

Usually plugged into a wall outlet, so not very portable

Not as bright as flash, and doesn't freeze action

Requires more equipment than natural light (lights, stands, 
and modifiers)

Can use simple clamp lights to hold bulbs (cheap)



  

Continuous Light sources

Incandescent lights

- very hot (dangerous), warm color lights

- adjust intensity by moving lights farther away



  

Continuous Light sources

Compact florescent lights

- relatively cool to touch, range of colors
●

LED lights

- some can control intensity and color, expensive

*Adjust intensity by moving lights farther away



  

Continuous Light sources

LED lights

- some can control intensity and color, expensive



  

Studio Strobes

High intensity flash, can freeze action

Usually plugged into the wall, or a large battery pack, so 
they aren't very portable

Modeling lights preview how your shadows will look

Expensive

Require transmitter/receivers to trigger the flash

- radio triggers work best

- some cameras have built in transmitters



  

Studio Strobes



  

Studio Strobes



  

Speedlights

High intensity flash, can freeze action

- not as bright as studio strobes

- shorter light pulse, freezes faster action

No modeling lights to preview shadows

Usually powered by AA batteries, or battery packs

Portable, and no cables to trip on

Requires more time to recycle between flashes



  

Speedlights



  

Speedlights



  

Speedlights

Manual flashes are cheaper and easier to use

TTL flashes may metering on different areas and change the 
amount of light they put out  



  

Speedlights

Require transmitter/receivers to trigger the flash off camera

- radio triggers work best

- some cameras have built in transmitters



  

Very Portable Flash

When shooting an event in low light where I must be very 
mobile I use a speedlight mounted on the top of my camera 
with a diffuser and Lumiquest Pocket Bouncer.

Moves the light source away from the camera lens 
eliminating red-eye

Effective light source is about 10x the size of the flash and 
softer than raw flash

External battery pack in my pocket increases the number of 
flashes and reduces the recycle time



  

Very Portable Flash



  

Light Modifiers

Reflectors (harshness, color)

Scrims and Diffusers

Gobos and Cookies

Flags

Umbrellas (shoot through and reflective)

Softboxes

Grids

Snoots

Beauty Dishes and Ring Lights

Gels



  

Light Modifiers

We use modifiers to change the color, hardness, and 
relative intensity of the light on our subject in order to 
create the desired mood

Reflectors redirect light onto our subject



  

Light Modifiers

Reflectors also change the color and hardness of light

White Neutral Soft

Silver Neutral Hard

Gold Warm Hard

Gold/White combo Slightly warm Medium soft



  

Light Modifiers

Scrims and diffusers 
reduce light intensity and harshness



  

Light Modifiers

Gobos and cookies
GO Between Object and light source

create shaped shadows on the subject



  

Light Modifiers

Flags
Block light from hitting subject

Black foam core works well and is cheap



  

Light Modifiers

Umbrellas
Shoot through - large diffuse light source, low cost and 
portable, but spills light from behind umbrella 



  

Light Modifiers

Umbrellas
Reflective - large harsher light source, low cost and portable

Bigger umbrellas create softer light

Not good in the wind, they make good sails



  

Light Modifiers

Softboxes
large more diffuse than umbrella (extra diffuser)

more light control, no spill

more expensive and harder to setup



  

Light Modifiers

Grids
focus light into a tight beam when you want to light up a 
smaller area



  

Light Modifiers

Snoots
focus light into a tight beam when you want to light up a 
smaller area



  

Light Modifiers

Beauty dishes
reflector used with speedlights and studio strobes

circular soft light causes distinctive catch lights



  

Light Modifiers

Ring lights
circular soft light

causes distinctive catch lights



  

Light Modifiers

Gels
colored plastic sheets used in front of lights to change the 
color of the light of different areas of the subject 



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Natural

Paper

Vinyl

Cloth

Collapsible

Composite



  

Don't Neglect the Background

A Confusing background can distract viewers' eyes 
and reduce the impact of an image



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Natural Backgrounds
Keep as simple as possible

Use low f-stop to blur background if it is confusing

Should be darker than subject

Beaches, gardens, parks, alleys, doorways...



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Artificial Backgrounds
Stands are portable, easy to setup, and low cost

Easy to switch backdrops



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Paper backdrops
Available in solid colors, patterns, & printed images

wrinkle-free, unmarked, single use, hard to move



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Vinyl backdrops
Available in solid colors, patterns, & printed images

wrinkle-free, cleanable, reusable, hard to move



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Cloth backdrops
Available in solid colors, patterns, & printed images

wrinkles, cleanable, reusable, easy to move



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Collapsible backdrops
Available in solid colors, patterns, & printed images

wrinkle-free, cleanable, reusable, easy to move



  

Don't Neglect the Background

Composites (Swap in your own background)

Very flexible, but time consuming to do a good job



  

Props and Costumes

Props and Costumes make people more comfortable
People, especially guys, want to do something with their 
hands. Give them something to hold. Tool, Sporting 
equipment, musical instrument, something that has personal 
meaning to them.

When someone puts on a costume, it seems to give them a 
license to be someone else, and they lose their shyness and 
begin to relax in front of the camera.

Furniture is an important part of posing. Give your model a 
chair, stool, or even a wall to lean on.



  

Photographing People - part II - Equipment

     Annual Model/Portrait Shoot
          • March 19, 9am – 4pm

          • Ridgeview Classical School Gym

Try out equipment

Find out what other photographers use

Practice taking pictures of people
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